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SuperValu has launched its new Good Food Karma 
communications campaign; the full 360 degree omni-channel 
campaign encompassing  TV, radio print and outdoor that will run 
until the end of the year.

The campaign includes the launch of a new SuperValu Good Food 
Karma app and the launch of a new Good Food Karma hub on 
SuperValu.ie. It is all about encouraging and helping people to get 
together with family and friends around good food, linking in with 
SuperValu in-store or online for Good Food Karma ideas, recipes 
and inspiration.  

“Inspiring people to get around the table and cook with good fresh 
affordable Irish food is the aim of our campaign,” said Ray Kelly, 
marketing director of SuperValu. 

“The SuperValu Good Food Karma campaign is our over-arching 
brand platform for the year and digs deeper into our whole brand 
essence, which is all about Real Food and Real People. We’ve always 
used real people in our ads, from butchers to customers to bakers 
to suppliers and this is a continuation of that strategy as here we 
use real Irish families in our campaign – from modern families to 
flatmates to house sharers – accurately depicting the diversity of 
Irish households today.” 

DDFH&B created the ad campaign, Starcom was the media buyer 
working alongside Source ooh on the outdoor element. Full of 
appetite appeal the three designs appeared on 48 Sheets, Adshel 
and Commuter dPods.

SuperValu launches Good Food Karma campaign
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A drive-through McDonald’s has opened its doors to 
customers at Dublin Airport. Mediaworks and Source out of 
home decided to wrap an Aircoach with the famous livery 
and burger designed by Cawley Nea\TBWA. The restaurant, 
which also has seating for 150 people, is situated on the main 
airport exit road and will be open 24 hours a day. Research 
shows Dubliners who travel 3 times or more per year are 
heavy consumers of ooh indexing at 119 for the highest 
media quintile. Source: TGI 2014.

This is the first two-storey drive-through restaurant in Ireland 
and has free Wi-Fi along with eight iPads in the upstairs seating 
area for the added enjoyment of patrons. Customers can 
pre-order on four special screens in the counter area before 
collecting their food and going to a table. The restaurant’s 
aim is to serve drive-through customers within 90 seconds 
of their complete order being placed. McDonald's Operations 
Manager Paul Barry said the drive-through facility enabled 
them to take two orders at the same time, thereby moving 
cars through more quickly. 

Big Mac and Flys!

Dublin’s 98FM have announced the return of the ‘Best of 
Dublin’ awards for their second year and are running T-Sides 
in the capital driving traffic to the voting page on the station’s 
website.

Categories include Best Gig Venue, Best Taxi and Bus Drivers, 
Best Night Out and Best Dub – which last year was won by 
Shane Gillece, a die-hard Dublin GAA fan. As of 12th May over 
300,000 votes had already been cast. 

Media Planning: Maxus and PML.

98FM's Best of Dublin awards are back
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It’s a first world problem many 
are familiar with – being out and 
about with a dwindling phone 
battery and nowhere to charge 
it up.

Last month Samsung provided 
the solution by turning bus 
shelters into phone charging 
units.

The electronics giant teamed 
up with Starcom, Source out of 
home, Delite and Clear Channel 
to install a pad within the 6 Sheet 
unit that allowed Samsung 
phones to be charged wirelessly, 
as commuters waited for their 
bus or passers-by took a pit 
stop on their journey.

The special builds were helping 
to mark the launch of the 
Samsung S6 phone.

The five ‘charging’ bus shelters 
were located around Dublin 
City and were also NFC enabled 
to allow the user  to obtain 
additional content about the 
phone while at the shelter.

“Including outdoor advertising 
in our Galaxy S6 launch was 
an appropriate format to 
communicate with our target 
audience. Design is a key 
element of the Galaxy S6, and 
outdoor above other media can 
showcase the stunning design 
of the product,” said Íde O’Brien, 
marketing manager at Samsung.

“We wanted to create excitement 
around the launch of the Galaxy 
S6 and highlight some of the key 
product features where possible.

“Through the specially constructed 
installations we emphasised the 
built-in support for convenient 
and effortless wireless charging 
with each build including a 
wireless charging pad that allows 
consumers to charge their Galaxy 
S6 while they wait! Using outdoor 
also allowed the consumer to 
interact with the builds via NFC 
and be in with a chance to win a 
Galaxy S6.”

Samsung bus shelters double up as phone chargers 

Pictured: Jeanne Coffey, Delite; Ivan Eustace, Starcom; Íde O’Brien, Samsung; Orlagh Keane, 
Source out of home; and Laura Noble, Clear Channel
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British Airways ran a 6 Sheet campaign 
(roadside and retail) in Dublin to promote 
the convenience of its daily services 
to London City Airport. The one to the 
right in particular caught our attention. 
Whether this is a case of inspired 
positioning or a lucky coincidence we’ll 
leave up to you. Planned by Carat UK, 
Posterscope and PML with creative by 
BBH London. 79.1% of Dubliners who 
travel 3 or more times a year reported 
to have seen 6 Sheet advertising in the 
past week (Index 121). Source: TGI 2014.

ooh is Child’s Play – it’s all in the Placement.

ooh was extensively used to promotes F&F’s Summer 2015 collection exclusively available at Tesco Ireland. Specially selected 
proximity 48 Sheets, 96 Sheets and Adshel nationally along with retail dPods, Shelter Wraps and city centre Metropanels 
brought fashion to the streets. The campaign was planned by Initiative Media and PML.

Tesco F&F’s Stylish Campaign
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BMW has made a noise about the i3 which is not only locally 
emission-free, but also offers an incomparable and nearly 
silent driving experience.

Billboards across Dublin featured the posters that targeted 
the upwardly mobile environmentally conscious audience. 

48 Sheets, 96 Sheets, Metropoles and Commuter Squares 
maximised impact and cut through driving prospective 
buyers to Joe Duffy, Exit 5, M50. The campaign was planned 
by Vizeum and Source ooh with creative by Cawley Nea/
TBWA.

BMW’s new Campaign is (all) Electric

Lidl is promoting its award winning Kilderg Organic Honey on LUAS Columns at stops throughout Dublin. The orange posters 
achieve extra stand out with back lighting. The centre piece of the campaign was a specially wrapped column at St. Stephen's 
Green complete with a supersize bee on top. The campaign was planned by Mediaworks and Source ooh.

Lidl creates a Buzz for Kilderg Honey
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Smirnoff drinks to inclusivity 

Diageo are running illuminated 48 Sheet 
special builds as part of Smirnoff’s new 
brand campaign, which centres on the 
theme of inclusive communities.

The "We’re Open" campaign launches 
with a series of playful out of home 
executions that focus on the idea of 
inclusivity, some linking to Irish culture. 
For example, one creative design 
includes the text ‘Northside, Southside, 
Your Side’ and another design states 
that ‘Labels are for bottles’. Traditional 
ooh formats in this campaign include 
Adshel, 48 Sheets, Golden Squares, 
A1 pub units, Metropoles, Commuter 

Squares and digital portrait panels in 
retail and commuter locations.

The 3D 48 Sheets specials are running 
in both the Republic and Northern 
Ireland. A 3D build of a Smirnoff bottle 
is on the 48 Sheet and over the neck of 
the bottle is the sign ‘We’re Open’. A cold 
cathode is used on the ‘We’re Open’ sign 
to give the poster a neon effect at night.

The illuminated special increases the 
impact of the already-strong Smirnoff 
campaign on the streets which was 
planned by Carat and Source out of 
home. 72andSunny worked on the 

creative and Eclipse Media installed the 
special builds.

Julie Bramham, marketing director 
for Smirnoff Western Europe, said the 
campaign plays on Smirnoff’s rich 
history of being “the vodka for everyone”.

“In the ‘We’re Open’ campaign we will 
embrace our democratic and inclusive 
character and as a brand move people 
to be more inclusive. This new campaign 
will allow us to tell and share stories in 
culturally relevant ways, starting with the 
new impactful out of home.”

We are delighted to announce some exciting changes within 
the Client Service team at PML Group NI, with immediate 
effect.

PML Group NI Promotions

Kathryn Lindsay    
Account and 
Marketing Manager 

Maria McCann  
Account Manager 

Chris Sloan  
Account Executive
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I love this campaign.  It features a key milestone, ie the 100th birthday of the iconic curvy contour Coca Cola bottle and turns it 
into something really special and disruptive.  It’s positive, imaginative and makes people think.  It reminds us of what a special 
brand Coca Cola is, and has been for generations, by cleverly featuring  iconic stars like Elvis, Marilyn Monroe and Ray Charles  
being “kissed” by the enduring Coca Cola bottle we all still embrace.  Featuring contemporary stars such as Rita Ora and Avicii 
demonstrates the continued relevance of the Coca Cola brand in today’s world.

ooh I Like: Coca Cola "I've Kissed"
Lisa Browne, Head of Marketing Electric Ireland

What is your view of this campaign?

What do you think of the creative? 

In your view, why does the campaign work?

The creative is quite stunning – it is simple, clear and magical.  The artistic use of the iconic Coca Cola red colour on lipstick, 
dresses, and jackets is very clever and ensures 100% brand recognition.  The play on the idea of that iconic 100 year old Coca 
Cola bottle actually kissing all these amazing people is wonderful. I think the simplicity of this campaign is what makes it so 
powerful – it really stands out in a very cluttered environment.  

The campaign works for me because it appeals to the senses of seeing, feeling, tasting and touching.  It is quite beautiful.   
It suggests love, energy and happiness. The artistic photography is just so memorable.   The media placement and clever 
extension of the creative demands attention. It makes me look forward to holding an ice cold bottle of Coke on a warm summer 
day and then enjoying that refreshingly familiar taste of Coca Cola, like the millions of other ordinary and extraordinary people 
across the world who will do the same today and have done over the last impressive 100 years.  Just close your eyes and 
imagine it……

Out and About

Pictured at the All Ireland Marketing Awards on May 14th. 
L-R: Niamh Daly, Gráinne McNamara, Fiona Kelly and Louise 
Enright

Pictured at the All Ireland Marketing Awards on May 14th. 
L-R: Graham Taylor, Havas Media, Aoibhin Lennon, MediaVest, 
Jimmy Cashen, PML Group and Gerry Lennon, Sunday World
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Ask the Experts: How do we bridge the 
smartphone gap?
By Christopher Hall, editor of DigitalSignageToday.com

For the latest of the return of "Ask the Experts" here on 
Digital Signage Today, we're going to get an industry expert 
to offer his commentary on a question of immediacy and 
concern to the digital signage industry (and many others 
for that matter): How do we reach the consumer on their 
phones?

So we asked Kevin Hunter, the COO at smart beacon, 
geofencing and location-based messaging technology 
provider Gimbal, to talk about bridging the gap from the big 
screen (large-format digital signage screens) to the small 
screen (mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets and 
wearables).

The discussion ended up taking a long and winding road 
down all the way to the point of purchase

DST: What would you say are some of the keys to connecting 
digital signage screens or large-format screens, whether 
it's a digital billboard or an LED screen or an in-mall LCDs 
to smartphone screens and bridging that gap from the big 
screen to the little screen?

Hunter: As we've discussed before, they are both digital 
screens, right? That is, if you think about it, everyone has a 
digital signage [screen] in their pocket going forward, because 
it is a screen that's in front of us. And when we bridge that 
gap from either traditional out of home or digital out of home 

… it's a great opportunity to continue that conversation with 
consumers. And the technology is in the right place at the 
right time to really make that happen, especially with the 
willingness of consumers to accept that type of conversation 
and the ability to leverage relatively inexpensive technology 
that can be placed on these assets that can bridge that 
physical and digital world. It is a real opportunity to address 
that customer who is nearby — and having an understanding 
of that customer or the audience around gives you that right 
message for the right time or allows you to continue that 
message or that conversation with that audience as they 
have an interaction through their mobile device.

DST: To me that brings up two things: hardware and/or 
software and then psychology. What are the technological 
hurdles to bridging that gap and what are some of the 
psychological hurdles to bridging that gap? As you say, 
consumers are increasingly becoming willing to opt-into 
those conversations, but what are some of the ways we 
have to engage them or offer them value in return for 
entering into that conversation with us?

Hunter: First let's take the technology side of it. You mentioned 
software and hardware; to do this right, you need the 
combination of both. With the hardware, yes, it's inexpensive, 
relatively speaking, compared to other technologies, and it's 
easy to install and it's easy to get up, but there are some 
software components that really allow it to have the value 
that a consumer is going to demand.

First of all, one of the things that we think is very important is 
to make sure that, when a beacon for example is placed on an 
out of home asset, is that it should be protected. Out of home 
assets providers are making investments in infrastructure, 
and if they can buy a beacon and install a beacon, then they 
physically own it. That's great but they should also digitally 
own it, because there's the digital connection for that physical 
world.

And that digital ownership allows the out of home asset 
provider to really open up new revenue streams, because 
now in addition to the campaign they can sell the digital 
component and they can have the interaction associated from 
the mobile device with that consumer — and if you don't have 
the digital-ownership component you are basically investing 
in an infrastructure and giving it away for free to everyone.

So the out of home industry can supplement or complement 
their existing revenue and open up new forms of opportunity 
on the mobile side of out of home. Because it really is 
becoming a mobile-digital out of home play when you're 
bridging the physical and digital worlds.

Additionally is that digital ownership is done through security, 
and it really secures that component between the consumer 
and the user. So I'm not just walking past an asset and then my 
phone is getting a whole bunch of different communications 
because I've walked past and it's unsecured.

As a consumer this is offensive to me, because I know that 
for the applications I've opted-in on that I have a certain 
expectation how I'm going to be communicated with; 
this secure component allows that to happen, allows the 
expectation of the brand to be able to reach the consumer in 
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Ask the Experts: How do we bridge the smartphone gap?
By Christopher Hall, editor of DigitalSignageToday.com

the way that was necessary and expected versus basically 
allowing apps to take advantage of any infrastructure that I'm 
close to.

And that brings us to the psychological component of it. One 
of the key things in this is that consumers are more willing 
to give their location or give their consent to accept these 
kinds of proximity engagements if they know what kind of 
value they're going to get. So we always believe that when 
the consumers know the value of the engagement — and 
that's basically, I've downloaded an application, I've opted in 
for location or proximity type alerts or notifications where 
I'm going to get value out of that — I'm willing to accept that  
opt-in. If I don't I can always turn that off.

And so putting control in the consumers' hands gives them 
the right awareness and ability to control the interaction with 
the world around them, and we think that's great. Because 
it's really one of the few technologies that really puts it in 
the consumer's control … and when consumers are in control 
they're more likely to use it, they're more likely to like it, and 
it's going to be well received.

DST: Finally, and perhaps this is self-explanatory, but let's 
spell it out for people: What then is the importance for 
marketers, brands, etc. of bridging that gap and reaching 
consumers on their personal screens.

Hunter: It makes that conversation more personal. It's really 
something that allows you to take more of a mass message 
and really bring it to the consumer that it's more relevant to 
them. Because even though certain audiences will pass by 
certain digital out of home content or out of home content, it's 
still a broader message. And if you can really bring that in so 
it becomes relevant to me it because either I have a loyalty 
or an affinity or I have a certain interest in that thing -- it has 
a more natural connection and it brings it to something that 
is frankly personal as well, my phone. And it's that type of 
engagement where, if I trust the message on my personal 
device, there is a better conversation to be had because it is a 
one-to-one type of engagement.

DST: Exactly; for the advertiser or brand it personalises 
the conversation. But in addition to personalisation, let's 
talk more about continuing the conversation. If someone 
engages with the digital signage screen, that's great, but 
they're going to walk away eventually. Can you talk a bit 
more about the value of continuing that conversation on the 
small screen once they leave the area of the big screen?

Hunter: That's exactly where I was going next, is that it is a 
continuation. It becomes personal; it becomes a continuation. 
And we've seen that as well. We've seen some campaigns … 
where it was a traditional out of home buy on the out of home 
asset and there was a mobile digital component to it, and there 
was an application that basically continued that conversation 

as that consumer passed by. And in doing so, what they saw 
was about a 21 percent open rate of that message. And they 
learned a lot as well. For instance, there were different types 
of openers, and different ways people take that message with 
them: There are people who do early opens, so quick opens, 
and there are people who do late opens. And so they started 
to understand how people take that message with them and 

continue it on.

Additionally, with the brand, with who's buying it, there's the 
potential for attribution as well. You can have the traditional 
out of home unit and then you can have the mobile side of that 
and then you can look at the conversion rate on messaging. 
But then you can say, "Did I actually drive customers to 
stores?"

So by leveraging the out of home and the retail sides together, 
you can actually show the effectiveness of the campaign 
from beginning to end. You can say, "Did I drive, based on 
this campaign, customers to my store?" and you can then 
measure it from beginning to end. And what we saw on that 
same campaign was a 12 percent attribution rate. So a 21 
percent open rate with a 12 percent attribution rate against 
those customers — and mobile attribution campaign are 

usually less than 1 percent.

DST: And that brings up another point. So much of what 
brands, agencies and marketers want to do is measure 
whom they're reaching. So the more a solution for reaching 
consumers can prove its value by showing that and continue 
tracking the path to purchase, perhaps with a mobile 
payments play, it does seem to open up a whole new avenue 
for tracking ad-spend efficacy.

Hunter: That's where a lot of the conversations we're having 
are going. Because if you can go all the way to the point of 
sale either through a mobile wallet solution or even though 
coupon or other type of loyalty programmes and you can truly 
get that point-of-sale measurement, that's the holy grail for 
the advertiser, for the brand and for the retailer to be able to 
measure that.
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Summer and out of home go together like...

  Strawberries
     & Cream

Talk to us today about getting your brand outdoors this Summer

Out of home - THE Summer Medium
out of home - THE Summer Medium
Talk to us today about getting your brand outdoors this summer

Call: +353 1 668 2900      |      Email: info@pmlgroup.ie
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Planet ooh special
Here’s a selection of winning campaigns in the Ambient section of the recent prestigious D&AD Awards. All 
worthy recipients of the coveted Yellow Pencil. Click on images to view videos of the campaigns.

Dallas Gas Station

The Human Walking Program

The Social Swipe

Life Time Clock

Blowing in The Wind

Discover Berlin’s Hidden History 
in Flashback

Agency: Grey New York // Client: TNT

Agency: George Patterson (GPY&R) Young and  
Rubicam Melbourne // Client: The Lost Dogs Home

Agency: Kolle Rebbe // Client: Bischoefliches  
Hilfswerk MISEREOR e.V.

Agency: Serviceplan Group // Client: Stiftung FÜRS 
LEBEN - Deutsche Stiftung Organtransplantation (DSO)

Agency: Akestam.Holst // Client: Apotek Hjärtat

Agency: BBDO Proximity Düsseldorf   
Client: Berlin Tourismus & Kongress

http://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2015/outdoor-advertising/24686/dallas-gas-station/
http://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2015/outdoor-advertising/24687/the-human-walking-program/
http://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2015/outdoor-advertising/24693/the-social-swipe/
http://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2015/outdoor-advertising/24688/life-time-clock/
http://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2015/outdoor-advertising/24694/blowing-in-the-wind/
http://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2015/outdoor-advertising/24684/flashback/
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Ant-Man gets ant-sized 
billboards to draw 
lucrative “actual ants” 
demographic
With the release of the latest Ant-Man trailer, 
it looks like the Marvel marketing machine 
is starting to ratchet up the anticipation for 
a superhero version of Honey, I Shrunk The 
Kids. Marvel has begun installing teeny-
tiny little Ant-Man billboards around cities 
in Australia, presumably in the hopes of 
attracting the one-inch-high-and-smaller 
moviegoing audience to the film. The 
billboards are highly detailed, and even 
have their own battery-powered LED lights 
to illuminate them at night. 

Powerade’s 
Fun ‘Workout 
Billboards’ Will 
Really Make You 
Sweat
These Powerade boards from 
Ogilvy Berlin put you right to work.

They’re more like exercise 
installations than billboards. 
One of them features a scrolling 
climbing wall; another invites you 
to punch it as hard as you can. 
And all of them will make you 
work up a thirst that Powerade 
can then quench.

Agency: Ogilvy & Mather, Berlin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJB4DJpq4mw
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Mc Donald's "Double 
Cheeseburger"
Agency: DDB Stockholm

Game Of Thrones: 
Dragon Eggs
Fantastical Games of Thrones props 
including dragon eggs and three-eyed 
ravens have been appearing in surprising 
locations around Belfast and Northern 
Ireland over the past few weeks, as part of 
a new Tourism Ireland campaign created in 
partnership with HBO. Three-eyed ravens, 
replicas of those used in Game of Thrones, 
were seen perched on top of old-fashioned 
wooden signs, specially erected to point the 
way to some of the iconic locations around 
Northern Ireland where the series is filmed. 

Agency: Publicis London

JCDecaux Belgium 
Puts Clients in the 
Picture
This year JCDecaux showed the power 
of the poster by simply putting pictures 
of a few select chief marketeers on 
them. Obviously they instantly noticed 
and started calling in asking why they 
were on display. Hilarity ensued. So did 
outrage. But the point was proven. The 
reaction proved the effectiveness of a 
well-designed outdoor campaign, and 
gave JCDecaux an interesting reason to 
meet up and talk about their offering. 
Great idea by BBDO Belgium.

Agency: BBDO Belgium

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzXCsB_4tPk&feature=youtu.be
http://www.bestadsontv.com/ad/70201/Game-Of-Thrones-Dragon-Eggs
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Top Rated DesignsTop Recalled Campaigns

March 2015 // Cycle 5 - 7

67% 1st

60%

59%

2nd

3rd

McDonald’s Eurosaver 
Format: 6 Sheet // 
Creative: Cawley Nea\TBWA //  
Media: Mediaworks  // 
ooh Specialist: Source out 
of home //

Cadbury Egg 'n' Spoon  
Format: 6 Sheet // 
Creative: Fallon //  
Media: PHD // 
ooh Specialist: PML //

Bank of Ireland Mortgages // Format: 48 Sheet   
Creative: Cawley Nea\TBWA // Media: Carat  
ooh Specialist: PML

Irish Cancer Society // 
Format: 6 Sheet // 
Creative: Chemistry // 
Media: Carat  // 
ooh Specialist: PML //

Tayto  
Format: Retail Adtower //  
Creative: McCannBlue // 
Media: Vizeum  // 
ooh Specialist: Source out 
of home //

Cadbury Dairy Milk Flavourism //  
Format: 48 Sheet //  
Creative: Fallon // Media: PHD   
ooh Specialist: PML 
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Top Campaigns

Leading health insurers VHI, GloHealth and Laya Healthcare 
ran substantial campaigns in the run up to the LCR deadline 
of April 30th. This in large part accounted for Finance being 
the leading category on the medium with a year on year rise 
of 54%. Iconic cider brand Bulmers returned to the medium in 
style with it’s “Not a Moment too Soon” campaign prominent 
on billboards, T-Sides, Adshel and more.

With the Food and Drink categories Magnum, Barry's Tea, 
Cadbury Oat Crunch were the top three brands active while 
just below them Ribena and Robinsons Squash'D competed 
in the cordial sector. 

Moving onto Telecoms Vodafone 4G was the biggest campaign 
to run while the new Samsung Galaxy S6 was promoted by 
the manufacturer itself and by Three.

April 2015 // Cycle 8 - 9

€k €100k €200k €300k €400k €500k €600k

VHI

Bulmers Original

Aviva Health

Coors Light

Magnum

GloHealth

Vodafone 4G

Barry's Tea

Referendum Commission

Smithwick's

Cadbury Oat Crunch

KBC

Tassimo Coffee Machine

Panadol

Samsung Galaxy S6

Small Large Transport Digital Ambient

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Small Large Transport Digital Ambient

Small Format Large Format Transport Ambient/NicheDigital

1 VHI € 681k

2 Bulmers Original € 370k

3 Aviva Health € 278k

4 Coors Light € 272k

5 Magnum € 258k

6 GloHealth € 243k

7 Vodafone 4G € 234k

8 Barry's Tea € 219k

9 Referendum Commission € 213k

10 Smithwick's € 209k

11 Cadbury Oat Crunch € 192k

12 KBC € 189k

13 Tassimo Coffee Machine € 176k

14 Panadol € 170k

15 Samsung Galaxy S6 € 165k
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Top Categories

1 Finance € 1,724k

2 Beers & Ciders € 1,535k

3 Telecoms € 1,264k

4 Tourism & Travel € 991k

5 Retail Outlets € 951k

6 Confectionery & Snacking € 944k

7 Soft Drinks € 787k

8 Food € 670k

9 Political & Advisory € 668k

10 QSRs € 607k

11 Media € 591k

12 Health & Hygiene € 572k

13 Entertainment € 445k

14 Films € 438k

15 Wines & Spirits € 401k

Display Value

Small Format Large Format Transport Ambient/NicheDigital

€k €400k €800k €1,200k €1,600k

Finance

Beers & Ciders

Telecoms

Tourism & Travel

Retail Outlets

Confectionery & Snacking

Soft Drinks

Food

Political & Advisory

QSRs

Media

Health & Hygiene

Entertainment

Films

Wines & Spirits

Small Large Transport Digital Ambient

54%

34%

-30%

57%

-17%

21%

-21%

-41%

2%

39%

25%

-16%

2%

-48%

11%

% Change on 2014

April 2015 // Cycle 8 - 9

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Small Large Transport Digital Ambient

The figures contained in this report are based on published Media Owner rate cards and refer to display values 
only. The figures are drawn from PML Group’s exclusive Posterwatch service, which monitors 100% of roadside 
and transport panels (interior and exterior) every two weeks; a total of over 20,000 panels. The figures also 
include Ambient & Digital media. For further details on 15 years of Posterwatch data please contact either:  
Colum colum@pmlgroup.ie or James james@pmlgroup.ie

mailto:colum%40pmlgroup.ie?subject=Engage%20Posterwatch
mailto:james%40pmlgroup.ie?subject=Engage%20Posterwatch
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May
19th – 
23rd

Calamity Jane. Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

23rd Eurovision Song Contest Final. Vienna

28th - 31st Irish Golf Open. Royal County Down

28th - 1st 
June

Sky Cat Laughs. Kilkenny

28th - 1st 
June

Bloom Garden Festival. Phoenix Park

29th - 31st Bulmers Forbidden Fruit Festival. Royal 
Hospital Kilmainham

30th Foo Fighters. Slane Castle

30th Guinness Pro 12 Final. Kingspan Stadium

30th FA Cup Final. Wembley

June
1st VHI Women's Mini Marathon. Merrion Square

6th UEFA Champions League Final. Berlin

7th International Friendly - Ireland v England. Aviva 
Stadium

11th - 14th Taste of Dublin. Iveagh Gardens

13th Euro 2015 Qualifiers Republic of Ireland v 
Scotland. Aviva Stadium

16th Bloomsday. Dublin

20th The Script. Croke Park

21st Father's Day

29th – 12th 
July

Wimbledon Tennis Tournament

July
9th - 12th Dun Laoghaire Regatta

17th - 19th Longitude. Marley Park

22nd - 1st 
Aug

The Bodyguard. Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

27th - 2nd 
Aug

Galway Races Summer Festival

The sumptuous grounds of the Irish Museum of Modern 
Art is the perfect setting this June bank holiday for a 
modern day Garden of Eden, a gate-way to Forbidden 
Fruit. 

Now in its fifth year Forbidden Fruit sees Bulmers 
partnering once again with festival organisers POD for a 
collaborative fusion of music, art and fashion.

For you chance to win a pair a weekend ticket just tell us

Which famous clan are headlining the Saturday night? 
a) The Chieftains 
b) Wu Tang Clan 
c) Ku Klux Clan

Send your answers to: competitions@pmlgroup.ie.  
Closing date for entries is Thursday 21st May

Last Month’s Winner 

Congratulations to Daniel Murphy, Clear Blue Water who won 
tickets to see Dara O'Brien.

CompetitionEvent Guide

NI Engage
To get monthly updates 
on latest ooh campaigns 
and new offerings in the 
Northern Ireland market 
click here to subscribe to 
NI Engage.
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